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RED SIDE-2 APARTMENT 
 

Function: apartment in «RED SIDE» residential complex. 
Area: 116 m2. 
Address: 2-Chernogryazskaya str. 6, bld.4, Moscow, Russia. 
Project status: constructed - 2019 
Comprised of: kitchen with a living space, master-bedroom, two children’s rooms, two 
bathrooms, two dressing rooms, hallway, laundry. 
Design Team: Alexey Kudimov, Natalia Kudimova, BUROWHITE. 
Photograph: Alexander Volodin. 

Description: 
We aimed to create an urban residential interior sustained in uniform key for pedantic family 
who knows value of time. Here the word “pedantic” has a positive meaning. 

This human quality or rather personal characteristic implies accuracy, attention, including to 
details, which create overall climate, and drawing up tasks clearly. 

There was a task to create an apartment whose restrained space would contrast with the 
more relaxed atmosphere of a country house, where the family spends most of their time. 
The functional task was to locate bedroom and two children’s rooms of approximately the 
same area separately, and a comfortable dining kitchen with a dining table for four. The 
design assignment also included hosting a variety of storage systems so that each thing 
would find its place. 

When developing the project, it was important for us to bring lightness and fill the interior 
with natural light, to make large storage systems invisible, to "dissolve" them in the space of 
the apartment.  

The main palette is almost one-color with white, grey and concrete surfaces which are 
saturated with the heat of natural wood and muted tones in textiles. 

The compositional core of the apartment is the graphic "cube," which hides a dressing room 
and appliances of living room. High, floor-to-ceiling doors, recessed to the plane of walls, 
create a rhythm of the hall surfaces and connect spaces of rooms when opened. 
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Finishing materials and equipment: 
- doors: Miksal; 
- porcelain: Florim, Laminam; 
- oak flooring: Villa di Parchetti; 
- wall and ceiling paint: Little Green; 
- sockets and switches: Jung. 

Lighting: 
- track system: LEDMonster; 
- recessed downlights: Zenit-STP; 
- floor lamp: Marset; 
- table lamp in master bedroom: Muuto; 
- handing lamps in master bedroom: Nyta; 
- wall and table lamps in child rooms: La Lampe Gras. 

Furniture: 
- chairs: Carl Hansen & Søn; 
- bar stools: Ethnicraft; 
- kitchen cabinetry: Leicht; 
- coffee table: Normann Copenhagen; 
- appliances: Miele; 
- armchairs: Fogia; 
- work chairs: Gubi; 
- sofa: custom-made by Vysotka home; 
- built-in furniture: custom-made by Moss furniture&interiors. 

Sanitary: 
- mixers: Cisal, Zucchetti; 
- WC, bidet, sink: Cielo, Villeroy&Boch; 
- bath: Bette; 
- towel rails: Margaroli; 
- sink in the main bathroom: custom-made by Perspectiva. 

Accessories: 
- accessories, carpets: Ferm Living, Guaxs, Normann Copenhagen, AYTM, 101cph, 

Kristina Dam Design Studio, Alessi, Hubsch, Linie Design; 
- textiles, curtains: Vysotka home. 
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